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Hardboard Boxes

A Jemko Group Subsidiary

There is no question that the content on a Media product is what’s

most important, but the packaging is what is revealing to its consumer

first. Our experiences in Media Packaging gives a visual and text

description of what the contents of the it contains.

Boxes & mailers, all shapes, sizes, and even colors are flexible with

paper materials, especially for a kit or a “shock-and-awe” product, a

brand could raise its awareness with appealing packaging.

Elite Premium
Collectibles, Media Packaging, Licensed Packaging, Movies, & Games



A Jemko Group Subsidiary

SOCIAL MEDIA is becoming more and more popular, one of the best

ways to drive the number of social followers up for your brand is to use

packaging – such as interacting with consumers with the design, content,

or simply by adding a QR code or your brand’s social medial icons.

Boxes & mailers, all shapes, sizes, and even colors are flexible with paper

materials, especially for a kit or a “shock-and-awe” product, a brand could

raise its awareness with appealing packaging.

Confectionery, Cookies, Food Gifting

Hardboard Boxes Elite Premium
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NICE PREMIUM looking packaging

increases the total value of the product and its

brand. Creating a unique style of gifting,

these are always the ideal combinations for

souvenir shops, department stores - all

occasions and all locations.

Beauty & Skincare, Gift Bags, Souvenirs

Hardboard Boxes Elite Premium
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SOMETIMES LESS IS MORE.

What can a simple round shape paper tube do

to add value to the brand and the products?

Take a look at these gift packaging for

cookies, tea, confectionery, cosmetics,

thermal bottles, and much more! The

fascinating outcome is always beyond our

imagination.

Cookies, Tea, Confectionery, Cosmetics, and much more…

Hardboard Boxes Elite Premium
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PACKAGING IN SETS are often loved by brands

with different products. As our clients’ packaging

expert, we tailor-made to our clients’ needs, from

retail display, user-friendliness, safety, to costs, we

cater the best possible solutions for our clients.

Packaging In Sets

Hardboard Boxes Elite Premium
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